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• Brave, Fearless and Servant 
Leader at 💖


• 15+ years of experience leading 
organizational transformations


• Love traveling and exploring new 
places and spending time with my 
family, friends and Labrador 
Retrievers



Sean Lemson, ACC, CPPC
Org. & Leadership Performance Coach

• Founder of Motivated Outcomes, LLC 
• Coach for over 12 years 
• Author of forthcoming book  

One Drop of Poison: How One Bad 
Leader Can Slowly Kill Your Company 

• Former Customer 
• Works with AgilityHealth to create 

training for the platform among other 
things

https://www.linkedin.com/in/slemson/



Sean Lemson, ACC, CPPC
Org. & Leadership Performance Coach

• What do you do for a living? 
• “You’re a what coach?” 
• I help companies and teams become 

places people want to work 
• Measurement and growth plans are an 

essential tool for me… 
• …but maybe not in the way you’re thinking

https://www.linkedin.com/in/slemson/



“We have to stop the churn on our 
teams.” 

“I have no idea how our work 
connects to the bigger picture.” 

“We have too many 
dependencies.” 

“The constant reorgs are keeping 
us from finishing work.”



We hear a lot about 
employee engagement 

Are the people who 
wrote these comments 

disengaged?

Not yet!

“We have to stop the churn on our 
teams.” 

“I have no idea how our work 
connects to the bigger picture.” 

“We have too many 
dependencies.” 

“The constant reorgs are keeping 
us from finishing work.”



“You don’t have to worry about me when I’m 
speaking up. It’s when I’m silent that things 

aren’t going well for me.” 

“Is everything OK? I want to make sure you’re 
not giving up.”

Sean’s Boss

My Disengagement Story?



“The most dysfunctional teams I’ve ever worked with 
never argue.” - Patrick Lencioni



Disengagement isn’t the moment employees are negative, 
it’s when they hold back opinions or performance.

People disengage in two ways: 
1. They quit and leave 
2. They quit and stay



At the beginning of 2021, 
more than 40% of 

employees indicated they 
were thinking of leaving 

their jobs. 

Between April and 
September 2021, more 

than 24 million American 
employees did so.



According to a March 2022 study1, the number 
one predictor of turnover at a company is…

1 https://sloanreview.mit.edu/article/why-every-leader-needs-to-worry-about-toxic-culture/

Toxic Culture

It is ten times more likely to predict turnover than 
compensation



A Toxic Culture is (one or more): 

1. Disrespectful (feeling disrespected, ignored) 
2. Non-Inclusive 
3. Unethical 
4. Cutthroat 
5. Abusive



A Toxic Culture is: 

1. Disrespectful (feeling disrespected, ignored)

Disrespect was the single strongest predictor of how 
employees rated the entire corporate culture



An April 2022 Randstad Study1 Found… 

• Nearly 50% of Gen Z (ages under 26) and 
Millennials (ages 26-41) would prefer being 
unemployed to being stuck in a job they didn’t like 

• 55% said they would leave their job if it interfered 
with their personal lives 

• 70% of all employees are open to new job 
opportunities. 30% Increase from just early 2021

1 https://www.businessinsider.com/gen-z-millennials-prefer-unemployed-than-unhappy-2022-4



Faced with this reality, can you 
afford not to listen to employees 
when they offer ways to improve 

their work lives?



“The constant reorgs are keeping us from finishing work.”



Problem:  

Impact:  
● Our team has missed important dates 

● People are leaving because of the uncertainty causing brain drain. Keeping 
us in Forming stage 

● The system is shifting underneath us so we cannot commit to even short 
horizon dates 

● We’re creating new tech debt; not paying down existing 

● Death marches - People are burning out 

● Escaped defects are rising

Organizational Growth Item (OGI)

“The constant reorgs are keeping us from finishing work.”



When you see this Organizational 
Growth Item, you must choose wisely

Take Action 
Communicate

Ignore* 
Dismiss 
Be Too Busy

Dise
nga

gem
entEngagement

There is no middle road

Credibility goes down 
Trust evaporates 
Cynicism builds

Credibility goes up 
Trust builds 
Cynicism declines

* Toxic Culture: Disrespectful (Feeling Ignored)



“Trust is choosing to risk making 

something you value 

vulnerable to another person’s actions.”
Charles Feltman 

The Thin Book of Trust: 
An Essential Primer for Building Trust at Work



“Trust is choosing to risk making 

something you value 

vulnerable to another person’s actions.”

my happiness at work

my leader’s



AgilityHealth’s process and platform are 
designed to: 
• Create/Increase psychological safety 
• Provide Anonymity 
• Ask thought-provoking questions, facilitate discussions 

about them, and build a plan (aka engagement) 

But employees must see your engagement too



I use measurement and growth items as a consultant 
• For the obvious reasons of knowing where we are and where 

we’re going 

• But also as a mechanism to raise employee engagement 

• Get team members moving away from cynicism and towards 
optimism 

• It doesn’t matter what the data says, it matters that you take 
action on it.



• Represent frontline perspectives 
of real improvement needs and 
impacts 

• When acted on, they gain 
employee engagement that is 
difficult to get any other way.

Organizational Growth Items 
Are a Gift

OGI



Thank you! 
Your time has been a gift to me 

Your attention to growth items will 
be a gift to your employees 

Join us later today for a table 
discussion if the topic of employee 

engagement interests you.

Organizational Growth Items 
Are a Gift

OGI



Up Next
Bob Posukonis and Bryan Tew 

Demystifying Outcomes


